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• Global Warming  
• Deforestation  
• Animal Extinction  
• Pollution 
• Drought 

• Stop cutting trees 
• Planting more trees 
• Build reservations for animals  
• Using other sources of energy  
• Stop hunting animals



deforestation
the cutting or burning down  of  the trees in an area



pollution

global 
warming

deforestation

endangered 
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pollution
deforestation

global warming

endangered species

Over grazing

 Harsh climate

Over cultivating

Human activities



global warming

pollution

deforestation
endangered species

it affects everything badly

it makes people ill

it causes global warming

wild animals will disappear





ecological
biological, environmental



unbearable
not able to be tolerated



sting
to feel or cause to feel a sharp tingling or burning pain



marine
of, found in or produced by the sea



red tide
a discoloration of  seawater caused by a bloom 
of  toxic red organism



sustainable
able to be maintained at a certain rate or level



aquaculture
the rearing of  aquatic animals or the cultivation of  aquatic 
plants for food



fund
to provide with money for a particular purpose



to judge the value or quality of
appraise



overall
total



partnership
association; collaboration



shared, held or made by two or more people 
or organisations together

joint



recreation
activity done for enjoyment when one is not working



The Earth at riskWhy is the Earth at risk?



a- global warming, endangered animals, pollution, deforestation

b. Do any of  the speakers have the same worries as you?



everything

unbearable
ill

eyes difficult
buses

rainforests
people

animals
hunting



pollution
breathe
disappear

destruction





What can we do protect the environment and stop 
global warming?

In what way do we have the power to decide the fate of  our planet 
and ourselves ? 

- Air pollution  ( Cars should use harmless fuel  , Factories should be built in far areas  )     
- Water pollution ( Strict rules should be followed to stop throwing rubbish into the sea  ) 

- We can damage our planet if we are careless , greedy and ignorant .   
 - On the other hand , we can keep it safe by protecting its renewable resources



What type of environmental damage has our planet  
recently sustained ?

In what way do we have the power to keep our planet 
and ourselves?

• Pollution  
• Deforestation 
• Global Warming 
• Overpopulation    
• Endangered species   
• Over consumption of renewable resources   

• We must use renewable resources such as water well  
• We must stop felling forests       
• We must stop killing wild animals 
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• poaching,  
• trade in animal parts,  
• hunting,  
• killing,  
• habitat destruction and  
• deforestation.

A lot of  animals are endangered with extinction. 
Give reasons.



How can we save the endangered animals from 
extinction?

• keeping them in game parks to breed, 
• setting strict  laws to prevent poaching, 
•  stop destroying their habitat, 
• banning poachers from hunting them 
• producing hybrid species



hybrid
the offspring of  two plants or animals of  different pieces or 
varieties



kidnap
to take (someone) away illegally by force



latter

denoting the second mentioned of  two people or things



nominal
existing in name only



toenail
the nail at the top of  each toe



tusk
a long, pointed tooth that sticks out of  the mouth of  
animals like elephants



C

E

B

A
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Habitat destruction Environment pollution
Poaching (illegal hunting) Forest fires

Building nature 
reserves and game 
parks

Raising donations for 
preserving local 
endangered animals 

Imposing more strict laws 
on illegal hunting and 
raising penalties



Hybrids between the two species commonly occur.

Illegal hunting has nominally stopped as a result of  law reinforcement.

Animal habitats are destroyed by farmers cutting down trees.

Several charity organisations are working to save the orangutans of  Borneo and Sumatra.

Farmers kill adult orangutans and kidnap and sell the baby orangutan as a pet.

The illegal trade in animals has significantly reduced the population of  African elephants.



 approximately
 widespread

 habitat
 acre

 crops
 shelter
 threat

 aggressive
 aggressive

 survival



number of  orangutans

farmers

forests

orangutans

African Bush Elephant

African Forest and African Bush elephants



I'm for spending so much money on saving endangered 
species when there are people starving in the world. 
They keep the balance of  nature. 
They are apart of  our heritage.
I'm against spending so much money on saving endangered species 
when there are people starving in the world. 
Man is the most important creature on earth. 
Money should be spent for the good of  people who are starving.
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How can we protect our environment and stop global warming? 

What are the negative  effects of  global warming? 

• The world climate will change. 
• It leads to dangerous diseases.  
• It affects the environment badly. 
• Extinction of  animals. 
• Health problems. 

• They can grow more trees and plants.  

• They can stop cutting trees.  

• They can keep seas, oceans and rivers clean. 



anticipate
to regard as probable; to expect or predict



dread
to anticipate with great apprehension or fear



suspect
to doubt the genuineness or truth of



fell
to cut down a tree



consent
to give permission for something to happen



contradict
to deny the truth of  (a statement), esp. by asserting the opposite



Stative and Dynamic Verbs

1. Dynamic verbs 

Verbs which refer to actions are called dynamic verbs.

 Dynamic verbs can be used in the simple and perfect 
forms (plays, played, has played, had played) as well as 
the continuous or progressive forms (is playing, was 
playing, has been playing, had been playing). 
  
Ex: I usually drink coffee every morning for breakfast. 
Ex: This morning I am drinking tea.



2. Stative verbs 

Verbs which refer to conditions or states are called stative verbs.

 We do not usually use these verbs in continuous tenses: 

  I believe traffic pollution is bad for us.   ( Not I am believing ) 

 Do you know where she lives?            ( Not Are you knowing ) 
   

We use Stative verbs to express what we think or believe and how we feel. 

Note that we CANNOT use these verbs in the continuous (progressive) forms; you CAN'T 
say "*Yong is owning three cars." Owning is a state, not an action, so it is always in the 
simple form.





We can use some thinking / believing verbs in continuous 
tenses. If  we do this their meaning changes: 
I think we should protect wild animals. 
 (think = believe) 
I am thinking about getting a bike. 
 (think = consider) 
I expect things will improve. 
 (expect = believe) 
I am expecting a letter from my pen friend.  
(expect = wait for)



Choose the correct option:

1.  I ………………………………………you are a nice person. 
a-  think    b- am thinking  c- thinks  d- 
thinking 

2. It …………………………good. 
a- tasting   b- is tasting  c- tastes   d- taste  

3. You …………………………….great. 
a- are looking  b- is looking  d- looking  d- look 

4. He's been ………………………….since this morning. 
a- working   b- work d- worked    d- works 

5. He………………………………….a huge house.  
a- is having  b- has   d- have d- having 

6. They …………………………………at the photo album now. 
a- are looking  b- looks  d- looking  d- is looking



Each verb is in the present simple tense.



 think, suppose, believe, reckon, know, consent, anticipate, 
realise, suspect, contradict

 love , hate, dread



I think is a ‘permanent’ opinion (= I believe). 

I am thinking refers to something which the speaker 
is considering at the moment (= I have in my mind).



I anticipate is a general opinion (= I imagine).  

I am anticipating describes a current situation (= waiting for).



discussion



exhaust pipe
a pipe on a car or machine through which waste gases pass



smokestack
a chimney or pipe for discharging smoke from a 
locomotive, ship, factory, etc.



landfill site
a place to dispose of  refuse and other waste material by burying it and covering it over 
with soil, esp. as a method of  filling in or extended usable land



dump
to deposit or dispose of  garbage in a careless or hurried way





smoke smokestack

exhaust fumes
vehicles

landfill site
waste





Compound nouns

Grammar reference page 125



1. animal habitat 
2. climate change 
3. global warming 
4. landfill site 
5. exhaust fumes





Stress patterns
A 

a. Do you work at home?  
b. It’s getting worse.  
c. I don’t believe him.  
d. I’m very frightened.  
e. Buses are slow. 

B 
She’s really worried. 
Taxis are fast. 
Does he like to swim? 
I want to see you. 
He’s feeling ill.
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Asynchronous 6 



destruction

pollution

global

difficulty

persuade

environmental
dangerous

extinction



habitat

warming

climate

landfill

fumes





Have you got a pet animal or bird at home?

What is your favourite endangered animal? Why?
Have you got a plan to save endangered species from extinction?

What are your suggestions to protect them?
Would you like to donate some money to save endangered 
species from extinction?



are you going

did you wear

think
doesn’t usually sit

am not taking



1- believes

2- says

3- don’t think

4- spends

5- always thinks 



seriously at risk of  extinction
the offspring of  two plants or animals of  
different species or varieties
take a person or an animal away illegally 
by force
existing in name only



 You can hear what I’m saying if  you keep quiet.

 I won’t invite my classmates to a party until I know them well.

 By the time he arrived home, I had already cleaned the house.

 The first quiz was easy whereas this one is extremely difficult.

 She’s snobbish, yet people like her.

 Since we’re broke, we can’t buy anything.
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Air pollution



Deforestation 



Drought 



Extinction



tackle
to make determined efforts to deal with a problem or difficult task



amend
to make better; to improve



international
existing, occurring or carried on between two or more nations



symposium
a conference or meeting to discuss a particular subject



anxiety
a feeling of  worry, nervousness, or unease, typically about an unpleasant 
event or something with an uncertain outcome



plight
a dangerous, difficult or otherwise unfortunate situation



confront
to threaten



chiefly above all / mainly



worldwide
extending or reaching throughout the world



 a- The trees are probably being cut down either to make paper or to make 
furniture or building materials.

b- The wood will be transported, possibly by water, to factories. The land 
may be replanted or it may be built on, or left as wasteland.

c-It is an environmental issue because trees remove carbon dioxide                   
( a ‘greenhouse gas’) from the air and store it. Trees also help to prevent 
flooding and of  course provide  a habitat for many creatures.



 a- It’s to the editor of  Natural Kuwait 
Magazine from pupils at Kuwait High School.

b- Global warming is the main worry 
expressed in the letter.

 d- It’s formal. (Dear Sir / Yours 
faithfully) 

d-The writers want this to be an 
open letter so as many people as 
possible could read it, thereby 
helping spread the letter’s 
message.



*Banning of  nuclear tests 
*Finding alternative energy sourcesRadioactive pollution
*Building factories away from cities 
*using new sources of  energy

Air pollution

Water pollution *Removing pollutants from wastewater 
*Reducing sewage pollution

Soil pollution *Removing pollution from the soil and 
cleaning it up

Noise pollution *Raising awareness on the consequences of  
noise pollution



THANK YOU
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Cutting trees is a devastating environmental issue. 
Why?
Trees help to remove carbon dioxide from the air.

They help to prevent flooding

They provide a habitat for many species.

What worldwide efforts could be carried out to confront deforestation?

Preventing illegal logging
Raising awareness through campaigns
Protecting animal habitats



An open letter





2) Write your letter in 170–200 words. 
You may use ideas from the Useful Language box to 
help you. Express your ideas clearly and simply. Use 
some formal language.



A model letter
The Honorable Mr. Hesham  
Hawalli House of Representatives  
Salmiya  
 
        Dear Representative Mr. Hesham, I am writing you this 
letter regarding our environment. I’ve been researching and 
exploring new ideas in which I believe can help improve the 
environment in which we live in. I understand you are a busy 
man and appreciate your time in reading this. I promise this 
shall only take a few moments. 



 In today’s world we need to do everything in our 
power to keep our planet maintained and clean in hopes of 
prolonging its existence. Recently I have taken a look 
around at our own environment and surroundings and 
have concluded there is more that can be done. In our 
parks, woods, and some of our more confined areas I've 
noticed a bit more trash gathering than usual. Perhaps you 
can organize some type of group that strictly collects and 
picks up garbage, or maybe even get our schools to enroll 
in some type of program allowing students to do this and in 
return they may receive some sort of extra credits towards 
their classes. 



Solar power is a great source for energy because 
it comes from a natural source. The sun is clean 
and safe for the environment . Companies that are 
larger which use more energy should be pitched 
to and informed of this great resource. 



I think it’s a fantastic idea if larger companies 
which decide to take this step would quite possibly 
receive some government aid or grant, or perhaps 
a tax break. If this is possible and, in some way, 
can be worked out, I believe that more companies 
would be on board with this idea. In my opinion, 
this shouldn’t be a huge obstacle, after all the 
government does want us to “Go Green”. 
Like I said...



3) When you have finished writing, read your letters carefully. 
a. Check spelling, grammar and punctuation. 

b. Exchange letters with a partner. 
As you read what your partner has written, ask yourself  
these questions: 
◗ Is the purpose of  the letter clear? 
◗ Do I share the writer’s worries? 

c. Return your partner’s letter and talk about the problems 
you have both written about.



Our planet is in danger. 
 Mention some environmental threats.

Pollution 

Deforestation 

Global warming

The extinction of  many species
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Paragraph 1
Paragraph 2

Paragraph 3
Paragraph 4

Paragraph 5
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